
rulecube

The low code api builder and business rule engine

Drag and drop. It's that simple to
integrate complex data models and
rules. Start defining your business
rules in seconds. And create APIs on
the fly. 

Record every step of your model
execution. Reviewing what
happened is as easy as hitting
playback, down to every last detail. 

Audits includedAgility by design

You really need that change. That small extra step that brings your company the innovation everybody wants. But
change is challenging. You need IT resources to get there. And IT is scarce these days. As a result, your business
innovation comes to a full stop. 

So what if you can create your own APIs and business rules, simply by engaging your business specialists?

All of your API versions run side-by-
side. Clients or suppliers can
integrate at their own pace. IT
changes won't hold you back in
your innovation anymore.

Don't like the results of your new
business rules? Just hit undo. The
source versioning and change
history will ensure nothing is lost.  

Undo at any timeEasy integrations

The most amazing thing
about Rulecube is that
your business people,
your knowledge experts,
can work with it. So the
people who know best
are the people who
define the business rules.

If you believe that
artificial intelligence
knows even better, you
can effortlessly mix an AI
solution in your business
rules.

Stop making excuses for
slow business innovation.
Start redefining your
business today.

(Artificial) Intelligence

new day
new rules



We develop Enterprise solutions and Knowledge management systems for more than 20 years now. We believe
that many existing systems are way too complex. Our experience and beliefs combined, result in a new and
refreshing way to turn your company’s knowledge into ready-to-use IT building blocks.

We're very passionate about the combination of business and IT. We love to create clever solutions to make your
business grow.  

If you want to see more of our low-code business rules and api platform, contact us for a personal demo. In just 15
minutes we can show you just how easy it can be. 

About Rulecube

contact@rulecube.com+31 (0)6 53 67 43 19 rulecube.com

We were done in just 6
weeks with something that

used to take months.

Jeroen Heijnen
SNS bank

Our clients come from
demanding industries
like financial services
and public services. 

These industries must
meet a high standard
of transparancy and
security. Rulecube
enables them to meet
that standard
effortlessly.   

Take a look at
rulecube.com/cases/
for some of our happy
customers.

free yourself from hidden
hardcoded business rules

 
take back control of change in

your organization
 

get your demo today 

https://rulecube.com/request-demo/
https://rulecube.com/cases/

